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HIGHLIGHTS  

 

UK ECONOMY 

 The global economy has weakened this year, with 

large economies struggling to grow. 

 The IMF warns the risks of recession in advanced 

economies are high.  While the US should manage 

some growth in 2013 the crisis in the Eurozone 

has not yet abated.  The UK is exposed to this 

global weakness. 

 Q3 growth was strong, though distorted by one 

off factors. Consensus for the full year is likely to 

be upgraded 

 Unemployment continues to fall 

 But the government will miss its debt targets due 

to the sluggish economy 

 Trade will be a key element to returning the UK 

to sustainable growth with BRICS countries 

offering the best opportunities if only British 

firms targeted them effectively 

 

HOUSING MARKET 

 Prices are back to the levels last seen 10 years 

ago, but London and the South East defy the 

national trend. 

 The improvement in affordability, however, has 

not led to greater accessibility of mortgages 

which leaves first-time buyers still frozen out of 

the market.  

 As the credit market is not likely to ease in the 

near future, house prices are likely to fall in real 

terms.  

 

MORTGAGE MARKET 

 The mortgage market is a little stronger.  We 

expect to see gross lending pick up a little in 

2013. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 1 

UK key economic indicators 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 e* 2013 e*

GDP 0.8% -4.8% 1.7% 0.6% -0.3% 1.1%

CPI 3.80% 2.9% 3.2% 4.2% 2.3% 2.1%

RPI 3.1% 2.4% 4.6% 4.8% 2.7% 2.5%

Claimant unemployment (m) 1.05 1.63 1.48 1.61 1.60 1.65

PSNB next fiscal year (£bn) £97 £156 £137 £119 £105 £114

Bank rate at end of period 2.39% 0.50% 0.50% 0.50% 0.47% 0.51%

* average of latest independent forecasts  
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UK ECONOMY 
 
The global economy has weakened this year, with 
large economies still struggling to grow. The IMF now 
believes economic output will expand by 3.6 per cent 
in 2013, down from its July estimate of 3.9 per cent, 
but only if Europe carries out the reforms it has 
committed itself to and the ECB goes ahead and buys 
sovereign debt to ease the strains on struggling 
countries, and if the US can successfully avoid a 
damaging stalemate on its deficit limits.  The 
emerging world is much stronger, though even there, 
expansion is slowing.  The organisation says the risks 
for recession in advanced economies are ‘alarmingly 
high’; the US should manage 1.5% growth 
(uncomfortably slow), while the IMF also highlights 
how the intensity of the crisis in the euro area has 
not abated, contradicting the assumptions in the 
fund’s previous forecasts.  It now expects the 
eurozone to shrink 0.7% this year and to grow just 
0.2% next year, but only if Europe acts on its 
proposed reforms to break the feedback loop 
between crippled banks and weak sovereign states.  
Not to do so will lead to a full blown crash and a huge 
recession next year.  Other forecasters such as S&P 
are similarly pessimistic.  Half of the UK’s exports are 
to other members of the EU, with the majority to the 
eurozone, while over a fifth are to the US, so 
recession or slow growth in these places is inevitably 
going to affect the UK’s ability to entrench an 
economic recovery of its own. 
 
Chart 4 
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In its October update, the IMF cut its forecast for the 
UK economy in 2012 from growth of 0.2% to a 
contraction of 0.4%., slightly worse than the 
consensus forecast of -0.3% this year (chart 4).  It 
now expects 1.1% growth next year, down from 1.4%, 
bringing it into line independent forecasters.   It may 
be that the forecasts are too pessimistic for the full 
year, however.  Preliminary data for the third 
quarter showed the economy grew 1% (chart 5), 
twice as fast as most people expected, with the 
services sector leading the charge (up 1.3%) and 
manufacturing up 1.1%.  Construction (see chart 12 
below) disappointed again, falling 3%.  This all means 
the economy is the same size as a year ago, and to 
meet the -0.3% forecast for the full year, will have to 
shrink by more than half a per cent in the final 

quarter, and/or see a large downward revision to the 
Q3 figures.  Revisions are quite likely, and there were 
some effects flattering the third quarter to do with 
the Olympics and bank holiday timings in the second 
quarter, so the underlying growth rate is certainly 
not as strong, perhaps 0.3%, but it is undeniable that 
this was very good news for the British economy, and 
suggests we will see consensus move up again for the 
full year. But it is still not great. Based on the OBR’s 
March fan chart of possible growth outcomes (chart 
9), the latest data suggests the UK economy is now in 
territory, whose weakness the OBR considered had a 
one in three probability as recently as six months 
ago. Revisions have been steadily down (charts 7 &8). 
Given this weakness in the economy, there is little 
likelihood of an increase in base rates any time in the 
next couple of years.  Bond rates, as a result (and 
thanks to the £375bn size of the QE programme), 
remain mercifully low, helping the government fund 
its deficit cheaply (chart 6). 
 
Chart 5 
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Chart 7 
 

 
 
Chart 8 
 

 
 
Chart 9  
 

 
 
Real wage growth is a major drag on the UK 
economy.  Wages rose 1.5% in the year to July, while 
CPI was 2.6% in the same period (chart 10).  The 
picture is much improved on the situation a year ago.  
Between September 2011 and March 2012, prices 
were increasing more than three percentage points 
faster than incomes.  Inflation had dropped to 2.2% 

by September this year, meaning the drag on 
consumption will be much reduced, but that still 
means that in real terms earnings continue to fall 
behind the prices of things people need to buy every 
day.  By the end of September, prices had risen 
almost one sixth(16.1%) since the beginning of 2008, 
while wages had only risen a little more than half 
that speed (8.7%), a huge erosion of spending power. 
 
Chart 10 
 

 
 
The good news on unemployment is one reason 
explaining the trend in slow wage growth (chart 11).  
Instead of firing workers, firms have instead hoarded 
employment but simply offered low or no wage 
increases to compensate, and added more part-time 
staff, rather than hiring full time employees.  
Business may also be substituting capital with labour. 
Business investment is still 10% below the levels of 
2007 and 2008 in real terms.  Firms also have 
managed to raise prices, as the inflation figures 
show, meaning they can maintain or expand their 
margins, even with the extra labour.  As a result, 
unemployment has fared far better than most feared.   
In the three months to August, the jobless total 
dropped to the lowest level since July 2011, 2.53 
million or 7.9% of the workforce.  The percentage of 
people in work rose to 71.3%, the best rate since 
April 2009.  The claimant count fell to 1.57million. 
Job growth in the private sector is more than 
offsetting losses in the public sector, and the 
consensus is for joblessness to remain relatively 
subdued, although most economists expect it to rise 
a little next year. 
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Chart 11 
 

 
 
The construction industry is where the worst data is 
emerging (chart 12).  The government has drastically 
cut its investment programmes (not having done 
much at all to politically tricky current spending- 
public sector gross investment will fall 29.6% 
between 2011 and 2016 in real terms, while current 
spending will fall only 2.8% according to the OBR), 
but is also not yet doing much to free up the private 
sector to invest in new infrastructure or housing, 
while planning restrictions remain tight.  The 
lamentable postponement of debate about the need 
for new airport capacity in the South East is an 
example of an economic imperative, both to secure 
the long term infrastructure needs of the country, 
and to provide a short term boost to economic 
activity, which has succumbed to party politics. The 
total volume of construction output has already 
fallen a tenth this year (Q1-Q3). Bad weather and the 
Jubilee celebrations certainly disrupted activity, but 
when we consider that the volume of all new work 
fell by 12.8 per cent (in Q2) compared with the same 
quarter in 2011 while repair and maintenance fell by 
2.8 per cent, there is no doubt that a fall in 
investment is badly affecting the industry. The sub-
sector worst affected was infrastructure, thanks to 
the government’s cuts.   
 
Chart 12 
 

 

 
The public finances are suffering more than was 
expected as the economy fails to pick up enough 
speed. The OBR estimates public spending will 
deduct 0.5% from growth for the next four years, and 
that the so-called fiscal multiplier, which explains 
the relationship between a given cut in government 
spending and overall output, is 0.5x.  This means a £1 
cut in government spending reduces output in the 
economy overall by 50 pence. However, the IMF’s 
evidence across a range of 28 countries, shows the 
fiscal multiplier is actually larger than thought, 
ranging between 0.9x and 1.7x in different countries.  
The TUC, which believes the government should be 
borrowing and spending to boost the economy, 
calculates that if the fiscal multiplier is 1.3x in the 
UK, then output has been cut by 2% this year due to 
austerity, rather than 1% as the government 
predicted. 
 
The government has stuck rigidly to its spending 
targets, but tax revenues are falling behind plan 
owing to the lack of growth in the economy, up at an 
annual 0.4% at the end of August compared to a 
target for the financial year of a 3.7% increase.  This 
means the budget deficit will be worse than people 
expected this year, and indeed, since our last report, 
the consensus is that the deficit will be £9bn larger 
than previously thought, at £105bn.  For 2013, the 
total has risen by £9bn to £114bn.  
 
This all means the government cannot meet its target 
of a falling debt to GDP ratio in time for the next 
election.  In July, the OBR warned the UK would need 
to find at least another £17bn of savings after the 
current round ends in 2016/2017 to keep the national 
debt at pre-crisis levels of 40pc of GDP. 
 
Against this backdrop, and over the long term, trade 
will be an important element in returning the UK to 
sustainable growth and to rebalancing the UK 
economy away from a dependence on consumption 
and government spending.  Unfortunately the global 
growth picture is not currently supportive of that 
aim, and the UK has a bad record on trade. Between 
1990 and 2008, net trade deducted 0.1% from the 
average 2.3% annual growth rate, according to BIS.  
Britain’s trade in goods has been in deficit every 
month since 1985, although a stronger position in 
services has permitted the UK to run occasional trade 
surpluses.  Since the crisis, there has been a sizeable 
improvement in the trade deficit. A much lower 
exchange rate has supported the tradable sector of 
economy, spurring exports and depressing imports, 
although less than many hoped it.  Many firms simply 
do not get involved in exports markets.  SMEs in 
particular have a very poor record compared with 
similar countries.  Net trade boosted growth by 2.5% 
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between 2007 and 2011. The OBR expects net trade 
to return to balance by 2016, and to contribute on 
average 0.3% to GDP growth over the next four years.  
It will be important for the UK to access the fast 
growing BRICS who now account for one fifth of 
global GDP, but the share of the UK’s exports to 
these countries is still not back to 2008 levels, while 
Germany has far surpassed the pre-crisis levels.  UK 
firms have a long way to go. 
 
The long term reality for the UK is that the cuts 
currently implemented and in the pipeline are likely 
to be permanent.  Rebalancing the economy must 
likewise be a permanent aim.  The reality of our 
ageing population means major demands on 
resources in terms of pensions and social care, and 
although the government has made some progress 
towards reducing the burden of public sector 
pensions in the future, there has so far been little 
political appetite to tackle the wider issues of state 
pensions and benefits for the elderly, or to deal with 
the increasing weight of responsibility falling on a 
shrinking and poorer working population to fund 
these huge liabilities. There is still a massive transfer 
of wealth from the young to the old, not just in terms 
of financial support through taxation, but also in 
terms of savings and housing assets.  Most young 
people will have to wait far longer to save now than 
in the past as they begin their working lives with 
large student debts, and as they have to pay high 
rents for a home near work.  Older people, 
meanwhile, enjoy the vast bulk of capital, and 
subsidised incomes.  The social and economic 
consequences for the long term are profound.  Five 
year political terms, and a strong propensity to vote 
among older people both suggest measures to redress 
the balance will be kicked into the ‘too hard to do’ 
long grass. 
 
 
HOUSING MARKET 
 
In real terms, house prices are back to the levels last 
seen 10 years ago, although certain markets like 
London have completely defied the national trend.  
Despite the massive improvement in affordability, 
the lack of mortgages and the low levels of 
confidence in the economy mean a whole generation 
of young people still remains essentially frozen out of 
the market.  It is quite likely house prices will 
continue to fall in real terms for some time to come 
yet, as there is little sign that the credit markets are 
going to ease.  Just as loose credit spurred the 
housing boom as a large volume of money chased an 
essentially fixed supply of housing, so a shortage of 
money available for housing means prices cannot 
rise. 
 

Transaction volumes rose 6% in the first six months of 
2012 compared to 2011, reflected in the purchase 
approval stats (see below).  By the end of August, the 
Land Registry average house price was 0.7% higher 
than a year previously (charts 13 and 14). Many 
regions showed declines or stagnation, but the table 
below from the Land Registry shows just how far out 
of line the regions have moved from one another.  
Average prices in London are up 5.5% over the year, 
but down 3.2% in the North East, reflecting the 
differing economic fortune of this part of the 
country. 
 
Chart 13  
 

 
 
 
Chart 14 
 

House Price Index (Source Land Registry)

Region

Annual change 

(since September 

2011)

Average price 

(September 2012)

Wales -1.20% £117,264

South West 0.90% £172,825

East 1.90% £174,969

London 5.50% £363,802

England & Wales 1.10% £162,561

South East 2.30% £210,301

North West -2.20% £110,235

West Midlands -1.60% £128,391

East Midlands -0.10% £122,794

North East -3.20% £99,163

Yorkshire & The 

Humber
-3.00% £115,85

 
 
 
The NewBuy scheme has real potential to boost the 
new build sector.  Those with small deposits (5-10%) 
can get a 90-95% mortgage on a new build home, 
with the government providing an indemnity to the 
lender for the balance of the loan enough to reduce 
the lender’s exposure to 80%.  With the focus on new 
build it is obviously intended to unlock the moribund 
construction sector and get housebuilding going again 
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in attempt to meet the massive housing shortage, 
and boost economic activity.  It should help 
construction firms begin to use some of the many 
thousands of planning consents granted, but 
unexploited.  There are currently around 400,000 
pending planning consents, but most of them (around 
350,000) are not commercially viable.  (chart 15) 
Action like the NewBuy scheme should stimulate 
demand.   Unfortunately many are simply in the 
wrong part of the country, rather than in areas of 
high demand like London and the South East, so they 
are likely to stay mothballed, but there is no doubt 
that government action should help give developers 
the confidence there will be buyers with ready 
finance to take on the new homes. 
 
Chart 15 
 

 
 
 
MORTGAGE MARKET 
 
Governor of the Bank of England, Mervyn King, 
recently observed that bank balance sheets in the UK 
remain weak, and that large writedowns of bad loans 
and new recapitalisations will be necessary before 
banks can begin to lend freely again, and so spur 
wider economic growth.  He called on British lenders 
to make the most of the Bank’s Funding for Lending 
scheme to bolster their capital cushions before it 
ends in 2014, but banks should also be holding back 
earnings to rebuild their capital bases, rather than 
paying out bonuses or dividends to shareholders.   
 
At the end of September, five of the six largest banks 
(HSBC said it did not need the extra funds) had 
joined the scheme, along with a number of building 
societies, though the latter were slower off the 
mark, meaning that 73% of the stock of mortgage 
loans in the market was now from banks within the 
scheme.  It means the institutions involved can 
initially borrow up to 5% of their loan book cheaply 
from the Bank of England, implying an additional 

£60bn of lending would be made available.  Without 
the scheme, rates would certainly have got more 
expensive. 
Tesco launched 1.99% two year fixed rate for 60% LTV 
in October, claiming that lenders were not passing 
the benefits of the Funding for Lending scheme on to 
borrowers.  In reality, Tesco’s product characterises 
a market where excellent rates and reasonable 
volumes are available to wealthier buyers with big 
deposits, while first time buyers who rarely have 
more than a 10% deposit are still struggling to find a 
product for their needs.  Those lenders who stray 
into the higher LTV regions find themselves deluged 
with applications.  According to the CML, only 2% of 
mortgages are above 90% LTV and 0.2% above 95%.  
Nevertheless conditions have eased a little, 
MoneySupermarket.com released research showing an 
increase in mortgages available since the scheme was 
announced in April. It reported a 14% rise in the 
number of 75% LTV mortgages available, and a 17 per 
cent increase in 80 per cent LTV deals.   
 
The FSA published full details in October of the new 
rules for the mortgage market which will oblige 
lenders to prove the incomes of would-be borrowers 
from April 2014, and to ensure that borrowers 
wanting interest-only products have a credible 
repayment plan in place.  Interest-only mortgages 
have essentially disappeared from the consumer 
mortgage market, though they are still important for 
the buy-to-let sector.  The requirement that all 
borrowers applying for mortgages should be offered 
the option of advice is a positive move for the 
intermediary market.  The industry has broadly 
welcomed the moves which are designed to stop the 
excesses that characterised the market at the peak 
of the boom. 
Gross lending for the full year is still on target to 
reach £138-140bn, fractionally more than the last 
couple of years, but flat to down in real terms.  Net 
lending is likely to be between £0 and £5bn.  Lending 
in the first half of this year was considerably better 
than last year, though a relatively high base in the 
second half of 2011 will make it harder for the 
market to show progress to the end of the year.  
There has been a switch in the market towards 
purchases and away from remortgaging.  Purchase 
approvals averaged a monthly 51,101 in the first half 
of this year compared to 46,720 in the first half of 
last year. (chart 16)  In the second half of last year 
they averaged 52,100, but over the summer this year 
languished in the mid 40,000s.  In value terms in the 
first eight months of the year, lenders approved 
£7.5bn per month for purchase compared to £6.9bn 
across the whole of 2011.   On the remortgage side 
(chart 17), average monthly volumes in the first half 
(28,700) were lower than the same period last year 
(31,500).  Monthly values for the year to date are 
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also somewhat lower than last year too.   The second 
half remortgage base is high, so progress in the 
second half will be difficult.  
Chart 16 
 

 
 
 
 
Chart 17 
 

 
 
 
Chart 18 
 

 
 

In 2013, gross lending could reach into the mid £140s 
billion (chart 18), with a larger proportion through 
brokers than of late thanks to the FSA rules on 
advice, and owing to the New Buy scheme.  Most new 
build sales are via brokers because the developers 
require borrowers who have been properly vetted for 
affordability, and see intermediaries efficiently 
managing that process.   
 
Buy to Let 
 
While ‘generation rent’ may complain about a 
mortgage famine and hope for a house price crash, 
the current situation is good business for landlords. 
According to the latest LSL Property Services Buy-to-
let Index, the trend of rising rents has continued 
across UK regions, with only three regions seeing a 
fall in rents in the last month: the East of England, 
Yorkshire & the Humber, and the West Midlands. 
Landlord’s confidence has been bolstered by strong 
tenant demand as well as attractive purchase prices, 
which can be seen as the driving force behind recent 
rent rises.   
 
Rising rents are making it harder for first time buyers 
to save for the deposit of their first home. Generally, 
the rental market tends to cool in the final part of 
the year and new tenants may see some relief. 
However, over the long-term, any sustained fall in 
rents will be only happen is there is a significant 
improvement in lending at higher LTVs to prospective 
first-time buyers. 
 
The Montague report, issued in September, thus 
proposes a shift to European-style renting, with long-
term rental periods favoured over short-term ones. 
Funding the supply of private rented homes, rather 
than relaxing mortgage requirements may create a 
viable alternative for struggling first-time buyers and 
may give a much-needed boost to the housing market 
and the construction sector. 
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Last year, the Financial Services Authority (FSA) 
carried out reviews, or as they call it, “intrusive 
visits” to 20 banks and building societies, which 
accounted for over half of the UK’s mortgage lending 
business.  This was to evaluate the lender firms’ 
controls to prevent and detect mortgage fraud.  
CIFAS, the UK’s Fraud Prevention Service, was one of 
the stakeholders for this review.   
 
There is probably a perception that mortgage fraud is 
perpetrated mainly by ‘customers’.  However, the 
FSA recognises that it can also feature the 
involvement of corrupt staff at banks and building 
societies.  This is why, as part of their reviews, the 
FSA examined the staff recruitment processes.  In 
addition, they also highlighted their concerns about 
some mortgage brokers.  Examples of ways in which 
brokers can assist in fraud being perpetrated include: 
 
• Fraudulent fund transfer to their own 

account 
 
• Colluding with a solicitor to facilitate and 

manipulate a fraudulent mortgage 
application 

 
• Colluding with an organised criminal gang 
 
• Collusion with a corrupt employee at a bank 

or building society. 
 
These activities can be both willing participation or 
as a result of bribery or coercion.  The FSA believes 
that these fraudulent activities and behaviours can 
be contained by the mortgage lender through their 
vetting procedures.  But surely broker firms also have 
a role to play?  Unfortunately, despite minimising the 
fraud risk through traditional vetting processes, a 
broker firm may still recruit a fraudster.  The reason 
for this is that fraud continues to be significantly 
under-reported to police and other authorities.  
CIFAS Member organisations, which include many 
banks and building societies, reported only a quarter 
of the frauds they registered on the CIFAS Staff Fraud 
Database to the police.  15% of the cases registered 
on this database have received a court conviction.  It 
is well-known that a CRB check is essential, but there 
is a ‘but’ ….  With a low prosecution rate of fraud, 
what use is a CRB check if the objective is to prevent 
hiring a fraudster?   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Over half of the CIFAS Members believe that the 
reason why there is low reporting of fraud is due to 
the police not being interested or not resourced 
enough to deal with fraud.  It is therefore a credit to 
the financial services sector that they participate in 
data sharing to minimise the risk of staff fraud.  To 
increase its effectiveness, however, its coverage 
needs to grow even further.  Fraudsters are moving 
beyond the specific sector they stated in and it is 
time to realise this.  In their review, the FSA were 
“told about instances when former brokers had 
worked for firms implicated in mortgage fraud and 
subsequently tried to join lender firms”.  The same 
could happen the other way. 
 
We briefly mentioned above that brokers may collude 
with organised criminals to commit mortgage fraud.  
It had been thought that these cases were rare.  The 
Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) and CIFAS 
carried out research on data recorded by CIFAS 
Members on the CIFAS Staff Fraud Database to 
determine the level organised criminal activity.  
Worryingly, nearly one tenth of those fraudsters 
recorded on the database were assessed as being 
involved in, or likely to be involved in, serious 
organised crime including drug dealing and large 
scale smuggling.  As an industry we need to take this 
threat seriously to prevent such individual becoming 
embedded in parts of or world. 
 
To enhance the fraud prevention measures, the FSA 
originally agreed to extend their ‘approved persons’ 
regime to brokers.  Unfortunately, however, this has 
been postponed, with no new date given.  It is now 
up to the broker community itself to identify and 
take steps to reduce the insider threat. 
 
For information about how the CIFAS Staff Fraud 
Database could help rule out the threat of employing 
a fraudster in your business, email 
staff.fraud@cifas.org.uk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cifas.org.uk/
mailto:staff.fraud@cifas.org.uk
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Nationwide For Intermediaries’ House 
Price Index 
 
Nationwide For Intermediaries’ (NFI) October House 
Price Index shows: 
 

 The price of a typical UK house increased by 

0.6% in October  

 Prices 0.9% lower than one year ago  

 Price of a typical home is now £164,153 

 

Headlines Oct 12 Sep 12 

Monthly Index* 327.9 325.8 

Monthly Change* 0.6% -0.4% 

Annual Change -0.9% -1.4% 

Average Price (not 
seasonally adjusted) 

£164,153 £163,964 

* Seasonally adjusted figure (Note that monthly % 

changes are revised when seasonal adjustment 

factors are re-estimated) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UK house prices increased by 0.6% in October, more 

than offsetting the 0.4% decline recorded the 

previous month. Monthly price changes have failed to 

establish a strong trend in either direction over the 

past six months, with three months of increases and 

three months of price declines since May 2012. 

  

The annual pace of change continues to display a 

picture of relative stability, with house prices down 

just 0.9% compared to October 2011. This maintains 

the pattern that has been evident since late 2010, 

with annual price growth remaining in a narrow band 

between +1.5% and -1.5% on all but two occasions 

over the past two years. 

To read the October House Price Index in full please 

visit: www.nationwide.co.uk/hpi 

 

http://www.nationwide.co.uk/hpi

